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FROM THE CHIEF EXECUTIVE
Welcome to our August edition of the Pulse. It’s been heartening to see the 

enthusiasm and professionalism of our people returning to business as 
usual across all DHB services following the very uncertain months of the 
health pandemic.

The learnings from COVID-19 are helping us respond to our work 
demands in different ways, many of which are new and improved. 
There are many positive examples of better practise throughout our 
DHB, and I’d like to thank each and every one of you for adapting to 

these changes, living our Te Ahu values, and providing quality patient 
care along the way.

Our Board has four current focus areas which we are working towards positive 
and equitable outcomes for. These include immunisation, influenza vaccination, diabetes and oral 
health dental caries. A number of work programmes will support this mahi and I encourage you 
all to do your part to contribute towards a healthier, sustainable and more equitable Taranaki.

Our hospitals have experienced an increase in acute demand and admission rates coming into 
the winter months, and the continued testing for COVID-19 is also contributing to the workload 
remaining busy. Please be vigilant with your own health and wellbeing during these busier times, 
and ensure you are keeping up with hygiene protocols and staying at home when you are feeling 
unwell.

In this edition of the Pulse we delve into several exciting projects being launched over the next 
quarter, including a new sustainability framework for our DHB, the National Bowel Screening 
programme, and the next steps for our Project Maunga Stage Two Base Hospital redevelopment.

We also take a moment to celebrate a number of our people and their successes in recent times, 
so please enjoy a good read.

Ngā mihi, 
Rosemary Clements 
Taranaki DHB Chief Executive

Gloria Campbell (Ministry of Social Development chief executive), Cassandra Crowley (Taranaki DHB chair) and 
Rosemary Clements (Taranaki DHB chief executive) at the Project Maunga Stage Two construction information session
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Dr Brad Ellington with 
his colleagues at Jigme 
Dorji Wangchuk National 
Referral Hospital, Thimphu, 
Bhutan

OF THE
IN THE KINGDOM

Thunder Dragon
Often referred to as the last 
Shangri-La, Bhutan may be one 
of the last places the inevitable 
creep of western style capitalism 
will take hold. Dr Brad Ellington, 
Taranaki DHB medicine specialist 
has volunteered there twice 
and encourages all health care 
professionals with a degree to 
do the same at least once in their 
career. 

Five years ago Brad was invited on a 
white water kayaking trip to Bhutan 
by friends, and at the same time 
was coincidentally sent an email 
from a volunteer agency looking for 
doctors there. He hadn’t given much 
thought to overseas volunteering 
but the two opportunities together 
seemed very appealing. 

Medicine
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The little country with a population of just 750,000 
(nearby Nepal has 28 million), lies between China 
and India and is fiercely proud it was never colonised. 
It’s tiny, 38,394 km2 (New Zealand’s North Island is 
113,729km2), and the topography varies from tropical 
near the Indian border to alpine of the high Himalaya. 
The roads are treacherous, taking up to 20 hours of 
tedious driving on serpentine, undeveloped roads over 
high mountain passes to traverse this small country. 

Though hydroelectricity is the major export, a concept 
of high value, low impact is the strategy they use to 
manage tourism. They keep out tourist hordes and 
backpackers by making them come in with tour groups 
and charge a $250-$300 fee per person per day. Most 
tourists are there for the preserved cultural authenticity 
as Bhutan is a wondrously mystical and spiritual place, 
the last bastion of the Tantric form of Buddhism 
practiced in the Himalaya. Some of the world’s most 
challenging treks are in Bhutan, notably the Snowman 
trek which is a 27-day journey traversing around a 
dozen high mountain passes in excess of 5000 metres. 
Many of the highest unclimbed mountains in the 
world sit within Bhutan’s borders as they don’t allow 
expedition-style climbing of their sacred peaks. 

The beloved fourth king decided Gross Domestic 
Product (GDP) is a poor measure to use for a country’s 
quality of life so he developed the concept of Gross 
National Happiness. This is based on four basic 
pillars; good governance, sustainable development, 
environmental conservation and preservation of 
culture. 

Bhutan is a nation that by all measures would be 
considered among the least developed with a high 
rate of what would be defined as poverty – yet more 
than 95% of people live in their own home, there’s 
free education for all of its citizens, no malnutrition or 
starving people. All of their basic needs are met and 
the Bhutanese are generally a very happy and kind 
group of people.

Health care is a universal right for citizens of Bhutan 
though it’s not a uniform service. The quality of care 
differs vastly depending on where you are. About 100 
basic health units are staffed by a health care provider 
usually with very basic training. They refer patients 
on to either one of four regional referral hospitals 
which also have basic capabilities, or to Jigme Dorje 
Wangchuck National Referral Hospital in the capital 
city of Thimphu, where Brad worked. 

It’s the only facility in the country with access to any 
type of surgical subspecialty or any level of ICU care. It 
frequently receives profoundly sick medical and trauma 
patients who travel great distances in a bad state with 
very little in terms of stabilising their conditions pre-
hospital. 

More complex cases such as heart or spine surgeries 
are referred to hospitals in India or Thailand on an 
as-needed basis and are paid for by the government. 
There is also a pathway in Bhutan to pursue the 
traditional medicine practice that has been passed 
down through the centuries and the government also 
provides this care free of charge.

Once in the hospital of Thimphu, patients are cared 
for by junior doctors but they’re looked after by a very 
capable group of experienced emergency nurses and 
two residency-trained emergency physicians who know 
how to recognise and care for sick patients. They often 
have to make do with limited essential supplies and, on 
occasion, a lack of important medicines. 

Bhaisajyaguru, the Medicine Buddha, seen outside any health 
care unit

Bhutan’s roads are variable
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Health Volunteers Overseas (HVO) is an American 
non-profit that places health care professionals in 
virtually all fields in locations around the world to 
teach the local providers in a way that becomes self-
sustaining. They envision a world where all people have 
access to high quality health care delivered by local 
health professionals. In Bhutan they’re assisting with 
developing residency or fellowship-level of training in 
almost all specialties, as well as formal training in all 
the allied health fields. Brad’s days were spent as a mix 
of bedside teaching, usually a lecture a day that would 
be attended by physicians and nurses and looking 
for process improvements. HVO helps in securing the 
necessary medical licensing and visa which means 
volunteers aren’t required to pay the daily tariff that 
tourists do. 

Not all is happiness in this kingdom. While it’s still a 
marvellous and different place, it is rapidly changing. 
The people there must contest with many social 
ills that plague the developed world. Alcohol use is 
rampant and the ED was often full of patients with the 
consequences. Alcoholic liver disease, gastrointestinal 
bleeding, and domestic violence secondary to 
intoxication are common, as is petty and violent crime, 
which were once non-existent and certainly not the 

way of the Buddha. Bow-and-arrow injuries from a 
popular national pastime and mangled faces from 
the deceptively docile looking sun bear also join the 
incoming cases.

Brad felt the experience of volunteering in Bhutan 
was highly fulfilling both professionally and personally. 
He says it’s a magical place where there’s a real sense 
of peace and tranquillity and feeling of entering a 
different era. Time away from work was spent on 
hikes to amazing temples and monasteries tucked 
into the mountains around Thimphu or on road trips 
to villages in adjacent valleys like Paro or Punakha. He 
says it puts a bit of perspective into life and makes one 
realise what a privilege it is to work in health care. The 
overall experience of spending time outside your own 
comfort level endeavouring to raise the quality of care 
for people is life affirming. He feels that what you take 
away from such experiences is at least as much, if not a 
whole lot more, than what you contribute. 

To find out more about volunteering in Bhutan  
see the Health Volunteers Overseas website  
(hvousa.org) or read the Ellington Family’s blog at  
ellingtonfamilynz.blogspot.com/2016.

Jigme Dorji Wangchuk National Referral Hospital, in Thimphu, Bhutan, where Dr Brad Ellington volunteered

https://hvousa.org/
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MEET THE TARANAKI DHB
COMMUNICATIONS TEAM
With about 2,000 staff, many who spend very little time in front of a computer, it’s our challenge to 
find ways to keep our staff engaged, informed and connected around the organisation.

Some of what we’ve been up to…
• COVID-19 response communications
• Campaign and project work; Project Maunga, ‘Go Zero Carbon’ sustainability project,  

MORE Awards, International Year of the Nurse and Midwife, influenza vaccination programme, 
‘Save ED for emergencies’ advertising, hep C campaign.

• Pulse magazine (quarterly, Taranaki-wide)
• The Dose (fortnightly, DHB internal e-newsletters) 
• Taranaki DHB’s intranet and website
• Media liaison
• Taranaki DHB’s social media platforms (Facebook, Instagram)

If you have news you’d  
like to share with our  
staff or our Taranaki  

community, contact us at  
communications@ 

tdhb.org.nz

(L-R): Greer Lean, communications advisor,  
Melanie Clark, graphic and web designer,  
Beth Findlay-Heath, media and communications manager,  
Kelly Loney, communications advisor

mailto:communications%40tdhb.org.nz?subject=
mailto:communications%40tdhb.org.nz?subject=
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When Lynne Shannholtzer went to see a specialist 
for ongoing fatigue, she never thought a random 
test at a Hepatitis Awareness Week pop-up clinic in 
the hospital foyer last year would solve her health 
issues.

“I’d been feeling really tired all the time, with dry 
eyes and mouth; my GP had run all sorts of tests 
and nothing was coming from it; hepatitis was never 
something I had considered a possibility.

“On my way through the hospital foyer I spotted 
the hepatitis C (hep C) pop-up clinic display which 
showed very similar symptoms to what I had been 
experiencing. I didn’t know a 
lot about hep C but given how I 
was feeling I thought it couldn’t 
hurt to get tested,” Lynne said.

Just five minutes later, the 
quick and painless finger-prick 
test gave her the answers she 
had been looking for.

While Lynne was shocked to 
learn she had hep C, she felt 
relief to finally know what was 
wrong and to learn that the virus no longer carried 
the life-sentence it used to.

Dr Nadja Gottfert, Taranaki DHB and HealthShare 
hep C community support clinician, says “Hep C is 
often described as the ‘silent killer’. Around 50,000 
New Zealanders have it but many don’t know as the 

symptoms can be subtle. It can lead to liver disease 
and/or cancer, and if left untreated it can be deadly.”

This could certainly have been the case for Lynne 
had she not had that random hep C test. Her liver 
function tests prior to the pop-up clinic had been 
clear, so for Lynne’s GP, there was none of the usual 
indicators that it could have been hep C.

Further blood tests and a prescription for the new 
fully-funded medication meant just two months later 
Lynne was cleared of the life-threatening virus, and 
now has more energy than she’s had for a very long 
time.

“My advice to anyone who 
is feeling tiredness, has joint 
pain, loss of appetite, nausea, 
abdominal pain or is in one of 
the high risk groups, is to talk 
to your GP about getting tested 
– it’s quick, painless and results 
are almost immediate,” Lynne 
said.

Nadja says “The most common 
way of getting hepatitis C is 

through activities related to intravenous drug use. 
So if you have ever injected, even if it was only once 
back in the day, you should get tested. 

“It doesn’t matter how you got hep C, what’s 
important is getting cured so you can get on with 
your life.”

Are you one of the 50,000 New Zealanders 
living with hepatitis C and doesn’t know?

RANDOM HEPATITIS
C TEST RESULTS
IN LIFESAVING 
TREATMENT FOR
TARANAKI WOMAN

“My advice to anyone who 
is feeling tiredness, has 
joint pain, loss of appetite, 
nausea, abdominal pain or 
is in one of the high risk 
groups, is to talk to your GP 
about getting tested – it’s 
quick, painless and results 
are almost immediate”
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WHAT IS HEPATITIS C?
Hepatitis C is a blood-borne virus that damages the 
liver. When the virus does not clear by itself it will 
slowly attack the liver leading to progressive liver 
damage and (if left untreated) liver cirrhosis, liver 
cancer or liver failure. 

HOW IS HEP C TRANSMITTED?
Hepatitis C is transmitted by blood-to-blood 
activities that pierce the skin. You are at increased 
risk if you have: 
• ever injected drugs 
• ever received a tattoo or body piercing using 

unsterile equipment 
• had a blood transfusion before 1992 
• ever lived or received medical treatment in a high-

risk country 
• ever been in prison 
• been born to a mother living with hepatitis C 
• had jaundice or an abnormal liver test.

WHERE CAN PEOPLE GET TESTED 
FOR HEP C?
Testing can be done by any GP clinic.

HOW IS HEP C TREATED?
PHARMAC now funds Maviret, a medication taken 
three times-a-day for eight to 12 weeks, which has 
the potential to cure more than 99% of cases. 

WHAT IS HAPPENING TO PROMOTE 
HEPATITIS AWARENESS?
In 2016, more than 190 countries signed up to 
eliminate viral hepatitis by 2030. Viral hepatitis kills 
more than 1.34 million people each year, more than  
HIV/AIDs or malaria. Though there is a cure for hep 
C and a vaccine and effective treatment for hepatitis 
B, the 4,000 deaths each day caused by viral 
hepatitis are preventable.

The Taranaki Hepatitis C Action Network Group is 
working closely with GPs, pharmacies and other 
health professionals in the region to promote 
awareness of, testing and treatment for hep C.

How much do you know 
about hepatitis C?
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WE CELEBRATE THE 
STARS OF STEM

The Marie Claire magazine recently featured Taranaki DHB paediatrician  
Dr Yvonne Anderson, in an article titled We Celebrate The Stars of STEM (Science, 
Technology, Engineering and Mathematics). 

When Dr Yvonne Anderson moved back to New 
Zealand in 2008 following postgraduate study in 
the UK, she was shocked at the number of children 
affected by weight issues. “I knew early on in my 
career that I wanted to work with children and 
families, and seeing the over-representation of Māori 
and those from most deprived households, I realised 
we needed a different approach to address the 
issue,” says Anderson. So she set about founding 
Whānau Pakari, a multidisciplinary intervention 
programme for children and adolescents with 
obesity, to tackle the fact that NZ has the second-
highest child obesity prevalence in the OECD. 

In the past eight years, more than 1000 kids have 
been referred to the program, with heartening 
results. “I’ll always remember Hamish, aged 15, 
who worked really hard to make healthy lifestyle 
changes and is now a regional under-15 hockey 
representative, supporting other children on their 
journey through our mentoring programme.”

Anderson, a mum of three young boys, gets a kick 
out of receiving emails from families celebrating 
successes – from family activity nights and home 
vegetable gardens, to triathlon medals. “I feel very 
privileged to be a part of their journey,” she says. 

Passion is what keeps Anderson going when she 
faces monumental challenges, including the stigma 
associated with obesity. “There’s this assumption 
that people who experience weight issues are sitting 
on the couch eating the wrong food; that’s simply 
not the case. The reality is more complex: people 
are working longer hours, have limited time and are 
struggling to buy healthy food.”

To tackle such a complex issue, Anderson relies on 
her research and clinical team of eight. “I’ve learnt to 
surround myself with exceptional people, because 
their enthusiasm and commitment to address 
inequities and stigma in this area is inspiring.”

“Men need to play a role in removing the barriers for women in 
science” - Dr Yvonne Anderson. Photo Hugh Stewart Read the full article at: www.marieclaire.com.au

www.marieclaire.com.au/science-loreal-fellowship-winners-stem?category=career
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MORE TOP HONOURS FOR 
WHĀNAU PAKARI WORK
Congratulations to Whānau Pakari researcher Tami 
Cave, who has completed her Masters in Health 
Sciences with top Honours. Her Masters was titled 
“Optimising preschool obesity intervention: the 
Whānau Pakari preschool project”, and is likely to 
inform future policy direction. 

Tami was awarded a prestigious Health Research 
Council of New Zealand Māori Masters Scholarship to 
undertake this mahi, as well as a Maurice and Phyllis 
Paykel Trust grant. She was supervised by Dr Yvonne 
Anderson and Dr Esther Willing at Kōhatu, Centre for 
Hauora Māori, University of Otago. 

Tami has now departed the Whānau Pakari research 
team for her exciting new role as Kairangahau with 
Te Korowai o Ngāruahine Trust. Ka rawe, Tami, and all 
the best for your new adventures, you will be missed. 

Congratulations to Taranaki DHB’s research 
assistant Cervantée Wild who recently successfully 
defended (formally presented) her thesis entitled 
“Whānau experiences and persistence of healthy 
lifestyle change in a family-based, multidisciplinary 
programme for children and adolescents”. 

In her thesis defence Cervantée eloquently 
articulated the key findings of her mixed methods 
research, covering a broad range of aspects of the 
complexities of obesity, and the importance of 
respectful, compassionate care in health systems 
provision. Her examiners described her work as 
outstanding. 

Cervantée was supervised by senior health 
researchers Dr Yvonne Anderson, Professor Paul 
Hofman, Dr Esther Willing, Dr Donna Cormack, with 
Dr José Derraik as advisor. 

Cervantée was awarded the Australian New Zealand 
Obesity Society (ANZOS) early career research 
award in public health in Sydney last October, 
and best abstract at Health Services Research 
Association of Australia and NZ (HSRAANZ) 
conference in December last year. Cervantée has 
taken a position with both the Tamariki Pakari 
team and the University of Auckland as a Research 
Fellow. We are really fortunate to continue to have 
Cervantée’s expertise supporting local health 
systems research. 

You can hear about Tami and Cervantée’s work 
when they present at the Grand Round at Taranaki 
Base Hospital on 10 September. 

Cervantée Wild

Tami Cave
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REAL-TIME RESULTS AT
TARANAKI’S SEXUAL
HEALTH CLINIC

Sexual Health Clinic staff (L-R) Julia Armstrong, Monique Taylor, Shayna Gillbanks and Andrew Fletcher

A real point of difference at our 
Sexual Health Clinic is having 
a laboratory technician on the 
team with the ability to have real-
time information for patients.  

“With our lab capabilities we 
can identify conditions such 
as gonorrhoea or trichomonas 
on the spot. This fast tracks 
treatment and reduces risk of 
further transmission,” says Dr 
Monique Taylor.  

The small team based in the 
clinic at the Morley St end of 
Powderham St describes itself as 
‘solid’ and is clearly passionate 
about providing quality patient-
centred service.

“Having a lab technician onsite 
from the Microbiology team 
at Taranaki Base Hospital’s 
laboratory can also help 
identify other possible sexually 
transmitted infections (STIs) by 
signs seen under the microscope.  
This is useful when dispensing 
antibiotic treatment as it gives 
patients and clinicians more 
confidence they actually need 
treatment,” she says.

“We’re a specialty service, with 
real-time information. We’re 
all about sexual health – we’re 
interested in it, we’re focused 
on it and we look at it in detail,” 
Monique says.

Having the ability to test onsite 
also helps assess inflammatory 
conditions other than STIs 
that aren’t easy to identify by 
standard community testing 
options. Treatment and 
management can be much 
more targeted to the actual 
issue causing the symptoms. 
The clinic can also help with 
human papillomaviruses (HPV) 
treatment options and herpes 
management. 

Medical laboratory technician 
Julia Armstrong says the clinic 
picks up positive results for 
STIs every week and some, 
like gonorrhoea, are making 
a big come-back. The clinic 
would usually see about one 
gonorrhoea case a month but 
that recently ramped up to 1-2 
per week. 

Mycoplasma genitalium is a 
relatively unknown STI, and 
although it’s similar to chlamydia, 
it can be difficult to treat 
because of antibiotic resistance. 
It requires a specific test which 
is not routinely available and 
treatment is complicated and 
currently with no clear New 
Zealand guideline. 

The symptoms of mycoplasma, 
like all STIs, can vary from 
asymptomatic (no symptoms) 
to persistent discharge, pain 
on urination, abnormal vaginal 
bleeding or even more severe 
symptoms such as pelvic 
inflammatory disease.

Julia says the infection often 
goes undiagnosed because it’s 
not often being tested for or 

“We get glowing 
feedback from patients. 
They come in looking so 
apprehensive, and leave 
so happy... once they 
realise we’re not going 
to be judgemental.”
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Medical laboratory technician Julia Armstrong processes 
Sexual Health Clinic samples on the spot 

considered. The clinic knows what to look out for 
and can diagnose it promptly.

“While the 2018 national outbreak of syphilis 
appears to be in a lull locally, it’s still a big problem 
in New Zealand and internationally so we’re always 
on the lookout for it.  We’re always going through 
waves of different STI outbreaks,” Julia says. 

Monique has been proactively networking with 
other healthcare services like the Emergency 
Departments, Mental Health, Obstetrics and 
Gynaecology, offering to help with STI management, 
referrals and contact tracing. She believes a more 
cohesive approach will shorten wait-lists and more 
quickly identify sexual health issues for patients. 

“We’re constantly looking for ways to improve the 
sexual health of our community through better 
efficiency and streamlining of our overlapping 
services to benefit our patients,” Monique says. 

“There are people we can help who might not 
think of us. Those who do come in appreciate the 
anonymity and the separation the clinic has from 
other healthcare services.”  

Sexual health nurse Andrew Fletcher (aka Fletch) 
says, “We get glowing feedback from patients. 
They come in looking so apprehensive, and leave 
so happy... once they realise we’re not going to be 
judgemental.”

“We’re effective here. There’s a serious lack of 
sexual health knowledge out there. Yes we’re testing 
people but we’re also teaching them about hygiene 
and self-care – we’re protecting them.”

Fletch, who hails from the Wellington sexual health 
scene, says young males are particularly shy and 
worried about being examined. “They often think 
being examined will be invasive but it’s usually just a 
urine sample we need.”

GOING PINK AT THE 
PHARMACY DEPARTMENT
Anna, a Taranaki DHB pharmacist made this 
amazing cake for the Pharmacy Department’s third 
annual Pink Ribbon Breakfast. The team brought in 
food for a morning tea, wore pink mufti and were 
able to purchase Pink Ribbon items such as nail 
files, pens, keyrings and tote bags with a donation. 

The Pink Ribbon Breakfast campaign is run to help 
support Breast Cancer Foundation NZ’s vital work. 
This year the Pharmacy team doubled its $100 
target. The money raised goes towards funding 
research, education and providing free support 
services for breast cancer 
patients. 

To host your own breakfast  
see pinkribbonbreakfast.co.nz

The clinic is open Monday evenings 6-8pm, 
Tuesday and Friday mornings 9am-12noon and 
is usually booked out a week in advance.

Although bookings are preferred, walk-ins will 
always try to be accommodated – especially if 
a patient has symptoms.

Give the team a call on 0508 SEX HEALTH  
(0508 739 432). 

http://pinkribbonbreakfast.co.nz
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Emma Jordan
Deteriorating patient and resuscitation nurse 
educator 

“For me nursing isn’t really a job, it becomes who 
you are as well. I can’t imagine doing anything 
else. It’s all about caring for those at their most 
vulnerable, making sure they’re heard, and taking 
time to listen to people’s stories. I’ve loved nursing 
more and more every day that I do it and I’m 
consistently inspired by being able to make a 
positive difference to the system that cares for our 
community.” 

Cynthia Seamark
Associate clinical nurse manager in the Oncology 
and Medical Outpatients Department 

The best thing about being a nurse for Cynthia is 
being trusted with the most intimate moments in life 
and witnessing the fragility, strength and diversity of 
humankind.

Victoria Hill and Dan Hurley
Recently qualified clinical nurse specialists 
Emergency Department (ED)

Congratulations to Victoria and Dan who recently 
qualified as ED clinical nurse specialists (CNS). The 
two were just six weeks into the post-graduate 
16-week course through Auckland University when 
COVID-19 kicked in. At Taranaki Base Hospital’s ED, 
CNSs work with the nurse practitioner and consult 
with doctors, focusing on advanced assessment, 
treatment and discharge of minor cases.

Therese Manning
Clinical nurse manager, Taranaki Base Hospital 
Emergency Department

Therese loves being able to support her team 
helping patients who come into ED, often at the 
most vulnerable times of their lives, and making 
their journey a bit easier.

Throughout the year we’re 
sharing profiles of some of our 
nursing and midwifery teams, 
as we celebrate International 
Year of the Nurse and Midwife. 
We thank you all for being with 
us when we need you the most. 
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When COVID-19 alert levels rapidly changed, our Engineering team dug in to create a safe 
environment for our frontline staff to feel confident managing potential COVID-19 patients. 

Within ten days the team converted the old ambulance station at Taranaki Base Hospital 
into the first community based assessment centre (CBAC). Plans were drawn up and 
equipment bought to turn the medical ward (4A) into a negative pressure zone for patients 
with suspected and confirmed COVID-19 (a zone with lower pressure than the surrounding 
area to prevent any nasty viruses escaping). Two areas in the Emergency Department 
and half of the Intensive Care Unit were also converted into negative pressure rooms. The 
building management system was altered to create a negative pressure curtain over a 
positive pressure in theatres 5 and 6. 

At Hāwera Hospital negative pressure areas and a CBAC area were also developed. All 
of this was done while the team went about their normal maintenance activities to keep 
our hospital compliant and operational. Base and Hāwera hospitals were the first in New 
Zealand to convert normal clinical areas into negative pressure zones. Taranaki DHB 
Engineering Services manager Philip Olckers says the Engineering team worked incredibly 
hard during Alert Level 4, for long hours and innovatively to find solutions in unprecedented 
circumstances. 

ENGINEERING TEAM
INNOVATES THROUGH
COVID-19 

Some of the Taranaki DHB Engineering team
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New Zealand 
has one of the 
highest rates of 
bowel cancer in 
the developed 
world and is one 
of the few OECD 
countries to not 
have a national 
bowel screening programme in 
place. What this means is New 
Zealanders with bowel cancer are 
more likely to be diagnosed with 
advanced stages of cancer than 
people in countries like Australia, 
the UK and USA. 

The good news is Taranaki will 
soon be part of New Zealand’s 
National Bowel Screening 
Programme, a free programme to 
help detect bowel cancer, going 
live from June 2021.

Screening detects cancer at 
an earlier, treatable stage. New 
Zealand’s screening programme 
will be offered every two years to 
men and women aged 60 to 74 
years and everyone in this group 
will be invited to take part. Once 
they choose to, a free bowel 
screening test kit will be sent out 
that can be done at home and is 
simple to do.

NATIONAL BOWEL SCREENING 
PROGRAMME FOR TARANAKI FROM 2021

Once the screening programme 
is live in Taranaki there will be 
a range of benefits, including 
improved health outcomes from 
early detection and treatment, 
and social and economic benefits 
because people can live well for 
longer. The programme will also 
improve service delivery as we’re 
driving changes to support a 
better service experience for our 
patients.  

Of particular importance to 
Taranaki is the positive effect 
we hope the screening will 
have on health equity. Māori 
have lower rates of colorectal 
cancer, but where it does occur, 
compounded by other health 
issues the outcome can be 
worse than for non-Māori. Our 
screening service will be working 
hard to secure high rates of 
participation in the programme 
by Māori. 

For more information 
see www.nsu.govt.nz

Dr. Louise Tester, project manager

Screening detects cancer at an 
earlier, treatable stage. New Zealand’s 
screening programme will be offered 
every two years to men and women 
aged 60 to 74 years and everyone in 
this group will be invited to take part. 

The preparations for bowel 
cancer screening are vast and 
complex. We’re working closely 
with our hospital clinicians 
to ensure we have solid 
infrastructure and resources in 
place, and with primary care 
(GPs) which will often be the first 
level of support for patients once 
screened. As our preparations 
advance we’ll be looking to work 
closely with our community to 
promote the programme and 
ensure services are accessible 
and equitable.  

https://www.nsu.govt.nz/
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DID YOU KNOW…?
* One in four New Zealanders are 

infected with influenza each 
year.

* About 80% of those infected 
don’t have any visible/physical 
symptoms (asymptomatic).

* Asymptomatic carriers can 
unknowingly expose their 
family, co-workers and patients 
to the influenza virus without 
realising.

* Influenza can affect anyone, no 
matter how fit or healthy they 
are. 

* The best way to reduce your 
risk of influenza is to be 
immunised before the winter 
season starts.

Flu vaccine champions (L-R) Erin Annabell, Hailey Wells, Diana Harkin and Clare Barnfather

ALLIED HEALTH 
TOP OF THE FLU 
VACCINATION CHART 
THIS WINTER

Normally doctors pip the rest of us in the annual 
staff influenza vaccination rates, but this year Allied 
Health hit the all-time high of 86%. 

Katy Sheffield, director of Allied Health says she’s 
always extremely proud of the dedication that Allied 
Health, Scientific and Technical teams show towards 
professionalism and patient safety. “This year’s 
vaccination rate is another example of these teams 
leading the way,” she says. 

“I was impressed to see we had six teams hit a 
vaccination rate over 90%, including Dental Therapy, 
Physiotherapy and Laboratory. But I would love to 
give a special acknowledgment to the three teams 
which hit a fantastic 100%!! – Speech and Language 
Therapy, Pharmacy, and Occupational Therapy. Well 
done and thank you.”

Hailey Wells, clinical nurse specialist – Infection 
Prevention and Control, says this season would 
not have been such a success without the support 
of the Pharmacy Department – especially our 
newly authorised pharmacist vaccinators: Bronwyn 
Chapman, Clare Barnfather, Diana Harkin and 
Rebecca Cole.
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Not even a health pandemic 
could stop the progress of 
Taranaki DHB’s Project Maunga 
Stage Two and the Seismic Risk 
Management Plan (SRMP) from 
forging ahead. 

Despite a busy time during 
COVID-19, the project team 
have maintained planning and 
preparation work, and Taranaki 
DHB has just announced that 
Leighs Construction has been 
appointed to help in the early 
stages of the new $300 million 
wing at Base Hospital.

Chief executive, Rosemary 
Clements, says it’s a huge 
milestone. 

“We’re excited to be able to add 
such a strong contractor to our 
project team to provide building 
advice and assist with detailed 
construction planning while the 
design of Project Maunga Stage 
Two new East Wing Building and 
the Seismic Risk Management 
Plan (SRMP) projects are 
completed.” 

Leighs Construction will also 
have the first right to tender 
the main construction works 
and there will be a number 
of opportunities for local 
subcontractors to be involved. 

Project director, Ian Grant, says 
the approach of bringing the 
builder on during design planning 
is known as Early Contractor 
Involvement (ECI). 

“ECI is used to try and attract 
a top construction team for 
project work to Taranaki. From 
the beginning of Project Maunga 
we knew that attracting multiple 
bids from Tier 1 contractors 
in a regional centre like New 
Plymouth was going to be tough, 
but we were lucky that COVID-19 
actually increased competition. 
Fundamentally the New Zealand 
construction market is really busy 
and it was always going to be 
a challenge to ensure value for 
money for Taranaki DHB,” says 
Grant. 

Project Maunga Stage Two 
and the SRMP consist of 
approximately $240m of 
construction works with a 
new East Wing Building, 
Renal Building, Energy Centre 
and Computer Room, plus 
the upgrade of site wide 
infrastructure and some 
demolition work. 

The projects are expected to 
create more than 400 jobs 
over a three year construction 
programme.

Keep up to date with the 
progress of Project Maunga by 
checking out the new webpage 
which has been created to keep 
DHB staff, stakeholders and the 
wider community engaged with 
the build. It’s now live at  
www.tdhb.org.nz

The new webpage introduces the 
project team, has the latest artist 
impression design plans, explains 
the Green Star certification we 
are aiming for in the new wing 
and highlights key milestones 
coming up for Project Maunga.

PROJECT MAUNGA STAGE 
TWO FORGES AHEAD

http://www.tdhb.org.nz
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Artist’s illustration of the Renal Building’s sustainability features

Artist’s impression of the 
main entrance foyer

Artist’s illustration of the main 
entrance to the Renal Building

The new East Wing 
Building will create new 
critical and acute care 
facilities, including:
• an Emergency 

Department, Acute 
Assessment Unit, 
Coronary Care Unit, High 
Dependency Unit and 
Intensive Care Unit

• a rooftop helipad which 
will mean faster, safer 
patient transfers

• purpose built maternity 
facilities including a 
Primary Birthing Unit, 
Delivery Suite, Postnatal 
Ward and Neonatal Unit

• Laboratory, Radiology 
Department and 
Biomedical facility

• Integrated Operations 
Centre

• a dedicated Tūpāpaku 
viewing room.
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Described by her peers as inspiring, kind, and a 
barrel of laughs, it’s no small space flight nurse 
Sue Deakin leaves behind as she retires. After 
more than 1500 patient transfers throughout 
New Zealand (via plane and helicopter) Sue’s 
ready to hand over the reins. “It’s been the best 
part of my professional life, but it’s time now,” 
she says.

Sue: It was 2004 when Taranaki DHB put out feelers 
to start a Taranaki air ambulance. Five Intensive Care 
Unit (ICU) nurses including myself offered to man 
the flight team in alliance with the aero club which 
would provide the plane and pilots. We begged 
and borrowed equipment, and our plane was non-
pressurised and very basic compared to the one we 
use these days. 

We gathered information from other flight teams 
around the country, attended a flight course in 
Wellington and went from there. We did about 15-20 
flights a month – we now do 50-60. The work and 
acuity of patients has increased exponentially, and 
our equipment and plane are far more sophisticated. 

It’s a challenging job, working in a small space at 
altitude – weather, noise, vibration. There have 
been times when I’ve been frightened landing in 
bad weather (notoriously Wellington) and with new 
pilots it takes time to establish confidence in their 
ability. 

But there have been minimal inflight emergencies, 
we carefully assess our patients before flights; 
and I’ve loved the autonomy and the challenge 
of working in an environment outside the safety 
blanket of the hospital. 

I’ve flown over the North Island and to Christchurch, 
Timaru and Dunedin in the South Island, and had 
a few overnighters from bad weather and plane 
breakdowns. 

In the early days when we flew in the helicopter 
frequently – I had an unscheduled landing into a 
paddock of cows somewhere at the back of Piopio, 
due to engine failure. We evacuated and the pilot 
had to cross a river to get to a milking shed to raise 

the alarm. There was no cell phone coverage but 
fortunately the Waikato helicopter came to our 
rescue.  

Our team is busy, working long days. Most of our 
flights are to Waikato but obviously we cover every 
medical/surgical candidate requiring transfer. It’s 
been great being part of a motivated, hard-working 
and enthusiastic team. 

SUE DEAKIN 
RETIRES AS 
CHIEF FLIGHT 
NURSE
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Congratulations to the fantastic cleaning operators from our Taranaki DHB Cleaning Service on their 
achievements. To date 80% of the team has completed the NZQF National Certificate in Cleaning Level 
3 and National Certificate in Specialist Cleaning Level 3. Their commitment in providing assistance with 
the prevention and control of infection was evident during Level 4 COVID-19 when we saw many of their 
specialised skills put to the test. Of the 26 cleaning operators who enrolled, 22 have fully completed and 
gained their qualifications, with four actively training towards completing their assessments. This is an 
outstanding result never before achieved here at Taranaki DHB. Ka mau te wehi (excellent)!!!

(L-R) front row: Jefrey Villanueva, Ann Cruz, Venus Seguin, Mary Jungco, Rashika Reenay, Aida Seguin, Sue 
Taingahue, (Pat Edwards support service manager). (L-R) back row: Beringa Laapo, Wendi Jenkins MacKay, 
Laura Cleary, Ayla Hunt, (Rose Hoeta cleaning supervisor), Aroha Te Au, Joan Ward, Amber Maggs, Rosina 
Brewer. Absent (pictured on left): Lauren Chard, Jeanine Matthews, Rashmi Kaur, Rohit Singh

August 17-21 is the official launch week for Go Zero Carbon, the work we do as an organisation to 
implement the environmental sustainability/pūmoutanga framework, to achieve our ‘zero carbon by 
2050 and zero waste by 2040’ goals. This work encompasses two climate change responses:

• how we affect climate change by reducing our carbon footprint (mitigation)
• how climate change affects us and how we respond (adaptation)

There are heaps of fun, interesting and inspiring sustainability-focused activities that staff can get 
involved with throughout Go Zero Carbon Week, as well as prizes to be won along the way! Be the 
first to try coffee in our edible cups, go for a spin on an e-bike and e-scooter, take the smoothie bike 
Taranaki DHB challenge, and much more! Staff can check out the Staff Stuff page on the intranet to 
find out more.

TOP ACHIEVEMENTS FOR TARANAKI DHB 
CLEANING SERVICE TEAM

WIN WITH GO ZERO
CARBON WEEK 2020!
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BY TUI MACDONALD, TUI ORA

Kaumātua and kuia across Whaitara and New Plymouth 
embraced technology during the COVID-19 lockdown, 
with often hilarious results.

A group of 13 pāhake (seniors), who participate in the 
Tui Ora Koroua and Kuia Early Intervention programme, 
were taught how to use their smartphones to keep in 
contact with their whānau and friends. 

After many phone calls by their programme 
coordinator Ngareo Akariri to check on their health and 
set them up on social media, a Facebook Facetime was 
organised for pāhake so they could meet and share 
technology tips. The result?

“It was a beautiful disaster,” laughs Ngareo. 

The excitement of seeing each other after weeks apart 
resulted in an explosion in conversation.

“Some had never been on Facetime, so to see each 
other on their phones was a surreal experience. They 
were so excited they were talking over each other and 
didn’t know how to mute; one had her phone facing 
down on the table the whole meeting. It was hilarious,” 
says Ngareo. “I learnt from then to have Facetime 
lessons in small manageable groups for four.”

These technology lessons and tasks to help them 
get comfortable with using their smartphones were 
beneficial to their wellbeing.

“We wanted to make sure our pāhake didn’t feel alone, 
especially for those who live by themselves. Being 
stuck inside can be daunting, especially when you’re 
used to being out and seeing people. We wanted to 
keep them communicating and we were really pleased 
so many wanted to use this technology,” says Ngareo. 

“One even made a video of his garden, it was 
awesome.”

Michael Urwin, 68 of Whaitara was part of this group. 
For 15 years he had the same phone which only allows 
calls and texts. Prior to lockdown he upgraded to a 
smartphone. Since participating in technology lessons 
from Tui Ora kaimahi, he now has his own email and 
Facebook and he Facetimes his whānau in Australia. 

“Now I’m up with the times. I’m pretty fast now,” says 
Michael. “I post stories on Facebook and can see what 
people are up to. I can also go to hui on Facebook Live. 
It’s amazing!”

Accessing Wi-Fi was an issue, but he now shares his 
neighbour’s, which he repays with kaimoana. As an avid 
fisherman he shares his bounty with everyone living in 
his row of flats.

“Michael has a huge heart. His manaakitanga and aroha 
ki te tangata is appreciated throughout Whaitara,” says 
Ngareo.

During the lockdown Ngareo regularly called pāhake 
to see how they were doing. Tui Ora provided them 
with Whānau Ora hygiene packs and necessary food 
items like fresh fruit and bread. Some pāhake were 
given vouchers to buy priority goods along with North 
Taranaki Iwi providing substantial kai packs for our 
most vulnerable.

Now at COVID-19 Alert Level 1, the full group of 45 
pāhake who participate in the Tui Ora Koroua and Kuia 
Early Intervention programme are meeting again. Every 
Wednesday they catch up in Whaitara and remain 
active through activities. 

So, will pāhake keep using social media? 

“Heck yeah,” says Michael. “I’ve got a whānau hui on 
Facebook with my Australian rellies I have to go to.”

Tui Ora programme coordinator Ngareo Akariri on 
Facetime with pāhake Michael Urwin

“We wanted to make 
sure our pāhake didn’t 
feel alone, especially for 
those who live alone. 
Being stuck inside can be 
daunting, especially when 
you are used to being out 
and seeing people.”

CONNECTING 
PĀHAKE DURING COVID-19
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HĀWERA HOSPITAL PATIENTS BENEFIT FROM NEW 
OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY KITCHEN

A purpose-built rehabilitation kitchen has given 
89-year-old Betty Anderson the confidence to 
prepare her own meals again after she broke her hip 
in a nasty fall.

The Hāwera woman is one of about a dozen patients 
to benefit so far from the new mini-kitchen at 
Hāwera Hospital, thanks to a donation from the 
Isobel Bremer Medical Services Trust. 

The mini-kitchen, which helps patients recovering 
from conditions affecting their mobility prepare 
for returning home, was finished just before the 
COVID-19 lockdown, but couldn’t be used until 
lockdown restrictions were lifted.

Mrs Anderson had a metal plate and screws 
inserted after falling over and breaking her hip in 
June. As part of her occupational therapy (OT) 
assessment for returning home, Mrs Anderson made 
her breakfast in the mini-kitchen, which includes 
what you find in a kitchen at home, including a jug, 
microwave, sink, benchtop and cupboards.

Hāwera Hospital clinical manager Cathy Thomson 
says the OTs were “thrilled to have such a facility on 
the ward for carrying out functional assessments”.

“This helps to speed up the process of assessing OT 
and R (rehabilitation) patients. If they can do this 
practice regularly, which they’re doing, it means that 
expedites their discharge home.”

The new mini-kitchen can also be used by families of 
palliative patients who stay over at the hospital.

The Isobel Bremer Medical Services Trust honours 
the wishes of Isobel Bremer, who died in November 
1991, to provide support to medical services in South 
Taranaki. 

Taranaki Health Foundation general manager Bry 
Kopu-Scott says the donation from the Trust is 
greatly appreciated.

“This is a practical and clinically important new 
space for rehabilitation practice and confidence 
building for South Taranaki patients and families.”

(L-R) Hāwera Hospital clinical manager Cathy Thomson, 
occupational therapist Katie Jones and Taranaki Health 
Foundation general manager Bry Kopu-Scott

The Taranaki Health Foundation is the first 
point of call for people wishing to contribute to 
health in Taranaki. Fundraising year round, the 
foundation has a range of projects that focus 
on patient comfort, well-being and support.
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(L-R) Rotary Club of New Plymouth North president Joanne Pierce, Taranaki DHB physiotherapist Paul Deering, ‘patient’ 
healthcare assistant Wayne Colban, clinical nurse coordinator Robert Bolton, physiotherapist Gabriella Chitty and Taranaki Health 
Foundation general manager Bry Kopu with the new rehabilitation treadmill

SUPER SLOW TREADMILL SPEEDS UP REHAB

The addition of a high-tech, super slow treadmill 
at Taranaki Base Hospital will help speed up the 
rehabilitation process for Taranaki people recovering 
from stroke and injury. 

Thanks to a donation from the Rotary Club of New 
Plymouth North, the hospital’s Older People’s Health 
and Rehabilitation Ward (2A), which includes the 
Stroke Unit, now has a specialised treadmill in its 
gym and patients are lining up to try it out.

Taranaki DHB physiotherapist Gabriella Chitty says a 
lot of research had gone into sourcing the INNOFIT 
TR8000i Pro Series Rehabilitation Treadmill. 

“The treadmill goes extra slow so is able to be used 
by our rehabilitation patients, such as those who are 
recovering from strokes. There’s lots of evidence for 
the use of treadmills for rehabilitation for younger 
and older patients,” she says.

While the ward had a regular treadmill for use in the 
gym in the past, with the slowest speed of  
0.9km p/hr, it simply did not operate slowly enough 
to be used in patient recovery. 

The new treadmill, which operates at  
0.2km p/hr, allows patients to practise walking and 
for the physiotherapist to monitor the patient’s gait, 
while also having the option of supporting them 
via an overhead hoist, Gabriella says. It also enables 
patients to slowly increase their intensity and 
repetition of movement in a safe and stable walking 
environment.

The treadmill also has extended handrails, a suitable 
load capacity for a variety of patients, appropriate 
inclines for rehabilitation and a backwards feature.

“We are so grateful to the Rotary Club of New 
Plymouth North for this donation. The patients 
have been really excited to try it out and have 
really enjoyed it. It’s been great to see them gaining 
confidence,” Gabriella says.

Rotary Club of New Plymouth North president 
Joanne Pierce says the treadmill is an important 
piece of equipment that will help many Taranaki 
people get on their feet again.

By Rochelle West
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“It’s so rewarding when you see people working in 
the community having the right tools to do their 
job, and it’s helping the wider community in the 
process,” she says.

The club donated $12,000 to the Taranaki Health 
Foundation, which enabled the purchase of the 
treadmill and a specialised diagnostic table for the 
Cardiology Unit.

The Taranaki Health Foundation is the first point 
of call for people wishing to contribute to health 
in Taranaki, foundation General Manager Bry Kopu 
says. Fundraising year round, the foundation has 
a range of projects that focus on patient comfort, 
well-being and support.

“It’s rewarding for a community group to have a 
purposeful donation. This is a really good example, 
where the Rotary Club of New Plymouth North has 
been able to give a generous donation and see the 
impact it makes on the community.”

Taranaki DHB physiotherapist Paul Deering (left) and clinical 
nurse coordinator Robert Bolton (right) assist ‘patient’ Wayne 
Colban on the new rehabilitation treadmill

COMMUNITY KINDNESS AND GENEROSITY SHONE 
DURING LOCKDOWN 
The Taranaki Health Foundation received wonderful 
news in the midst of the COVID-19 pandemic that 
a generous donor group wanted to provide special 
equipment to benefit children and young people’s 
health in the region. 

The good news came during very uncertain times, 
but proved that generosity, kindness and community 
connectedness is alive and well in New Zealand. 
The donor is a national collective the Foundation 
has worked with for more than a year on a new 
playground initiative. However, in COVID-19 
lockdown, the group met via Zoom to support 
purchasing special equipment that will increase 
patient comfort and provide staff with the latest 
equipment in paediatric care. 

A full profile and acknowledgement of the donation 
will be shared in the next Pulse magazine when all 
the equipment has arrived. The recipients will be the 
TSB Children and Young People’s Ward 2B, Child 
and Adolescent Community Centre and Hāwera 
Hospital. 

Pictured: (L-R) Foundation trustee Deb Riley and new 
Foundation administrator Tasha Kupe unpack some of the 
donated equipment

For more info on how you can support 
fundraising and community giving, please 
contact Bry.Kopu-Scott@tdhb.org.nz or  
Tasha.Kupe@tdhb.org.nz

mailto:Bry.Kopu-Scott%40tdhb.org.nz?subject=
mailto:Tasha.Kupe%40tdhb.org.nz?subject=
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JILL NICHOLLS IS 
READY TO RETIRE, 
SHE’S DONE HER 
BIT FOR PUBLIC 
HEALTH
Jill was planning to bask in the Whit Sunday Islands 
with her family, retired from work and celebrating 
her 65th birthday. 

“We’ll have to push it out to my 66th now,” she says 
on a day during COVID-19 lockdown when she’s in at 
work packing up her desk.

A goal that Jill’s been training for, the New York 
Marathon, may also have to wait until next year.

Her last day at work was just six days before her 
birthday when she’d planned to be in a big rented 
bach with her family in Brisbane, Australia. 

At the end of a long career working for change, Jill’s 
been looking forward to retirement and “influencing 
the grandkids instead”.

Jill started with Taranaki DHB at Hawera Hospital 
in 1985 setting up the new tray-line service to feed 
patients, rather than the wasteful bulk food on 
trollies system dished up in the wards. She’d been 
seconded from Whanganui Hospital, as part of the 
nationwide roll out.

Jill worked in Hāwera for 10 years as a community 
dietitian then, still with Taranaki DHB, has since 
taken up several New Plymouth based roles, with 
the latest as Health Promoting Schools facilitator 
and clinical dietitian, both for two days a week.

90s - with Sonic the Hedgehog 2000s - as a carrot 2002 - keeping NZ beautiful

“If I was starting my career again I’d want to be on 
TV. That’s where we can really make change.”

“We were making change one school at a time. But 
then leaders would change and we’d be back to 
square one.”

Senior public health advisor Sara Knowles has 
worked closely with Jill for 17 years and says in 
public health it’s really important to walk the talk. 
“Jill’s a wonderful example of this. She really makes 
it happen. She’s not at all shy.”

“Jill’s a really busy woman – in the Bridge Club, the 
Soroptimists and a book club too!”
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“She’s a hard worker with an 
amazing work ethic – really 
resilient, having gone through 
tough times in and outside of 
work. She just carries on. Things 
change and Jill just takes it on 
board – she’s not concerned by 
change, she embraces it, with a 
positive outlook,” Sara says.

Jill has always been a champion 
for walk and cycle to work 
campaigns and healthy food and 
drinks in the cafe.

“Jill’s the food police, not a title 
we like, but she’s always been a 
good one!”

During the last 10 years or so, 
she’s worked with dairies and 
other stores to stop selling fizzy 
drinks to children before school. 
“Jill’s really good at convincing 
people that it’s the right thing to 
do. We have to carry that on now, 
she’s set a very high bar. Jill’s one 
of those people who you notice 
when they’re not around, she’ll 
really be missed,” Sara says. 

As well as nutrition Jill’s been a 
champion of Smoke Free and 
reducing alcohol related harm, 
driving many events to create 
awareness. 

For the last couple of years Jill 
has split her work between the 
Public Health Unit, private clients 
and the Nutrition and Dietetics 
Department. There she works 

2007 - Food Safety Freddie

with Susie Konijn, her friend for 
more than 30 years. 

“Jill’s amazingly organised and 
gets things done. She’s good at 
organising herself and others,” 
Susie says.

Recently working across 
outpatients clinics, special 
projects and updating policies, 
Jill has expanded her experience 
professionally just before 
retirement. “She’s really good at 
adapting to change and quickly.” 

As one of the first employees in 
‘Public Health’, there’s nothing 
quite like retirement to prompt 
reflection. And Jill feels ok about 
stepping out now there’s a big 
unit to carry on the work. 

“It’s time for new people to come 
in with new energy,” Jill says. “I’ve 
done my bit.”

Although, for Jill it seems to be 
a mixed bag on the ground that 
was gained.

“For a long time nutrition was 
a big thing for public health, 
where we tried to change the 
world. We tried to change 
the way people ate but there 
wasn’t much buy-in from the 
government and schools. They 
were happy for us to talk to staff 
but it wasn’t sustainable change. 
In more recent years there have 
been changes in policy from 
the government so it’s more 
sustainable.”

“There’ve been good things I’ve 
done, it’s very busy. I’ve been 
passionate to go to work and 
do it. But lately I’ve been asking 
myself how much difference did 
it make?”

The pink feet on Bell Block’s 
supermarket floors led parents in 
the first school term to healthy 
options for kids’ lunches. “We 
evaluated the campaign – 25% 
change in three years. It made it 
to the front page of the paper. 
It was innovative. But once you 
stop, what happens then?”

“If only we could have had more 
influence on the food industry 
– but there was always a free 
market.” 

2011 - Youth Week

2012 - Heart Week

2019 - Taranaki DHB Healthy Food & 
Beverage Policy

Jill’s planning to do more of the 
things she didn’t have enough 
annual leave for when working 
– spending school holidays with 
the grandkids and long summers 
boating around the Queen 
Charlotte Sounds. Her workmates 
will certainly miss the fresh fish 
Jill would bring in to the office. 
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Pūwherotia, hei arai ake i te mate 
rewharewha, toro atu ki tō takuta.

Remember to get your flu shot, call your 
doctor, nurse or Māori health provider.

“It’s a 
lifesaver 

for me. It 
protects 

me for the 
whole of 

winter”
-  Maata Wharehoka


